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thick as thieves
cut down, shaped
to house skin and after
shovel to earth
a home for bare bones
telephone poles, mailboxes
send amber messages
weeping, clinging
warm cement
knocks on the door
respond in hollow bursts
every tip toe, creaks calling
rocking chairs succumb
splinting pieces fuel
blue flames rising
the weight of wood hangs
in many forms
gently whispering
our coffin is yours
- Courtney Lee Hall

Courtney Lee Hall resides in Long Island, NY. She is inspired by the waters
that surround her, the earth she walks upon, and the small things that set
spark.
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Background Radiation on the Arboretum Trail

“God created everything, including science. One of God’s other names
is Big Bang. Sometimes, when she prayed, she said ‘Dear Big Bang,’
and she was half certain that God enjoyed the inside joke. Nobody
was allowed to be fully certain about God.“
-Sherman Alexie, “Clean, Cleaner, Cleanest”

Dear Big Bang, it seems
Even Upanishads and
Torah can’t describe
The cosmic reasons
Why a backlit leaf, conjoined
With a cold mountain
Creek’s gurgling choir,
Emits a somewhat certain
Hint of the divine.
- Photo & poem by Gene Hyde
Gene Hyde lives in the Blue Ridge Mountains near Asheville, North Carolina,
where he occasionally takes pictures and writes things down. His ekphrastic
poetry has appeared in Valley Voices, Tiny Seed Literary Journal, The Goose:
A Journal of Arts, Environment, and Culture, and The Bark.
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Cascadia Healer
Wind blows keen enigma into my blood and bones—
only to be heard and answered in the woods,
on the trail to the falls.
Coniferous limbs furred with lichen and moss reach for me.
Their oracles rush me as black shadows
fall away before
my breath catches fear,
before lungwort
like frog skin
paves my path in living green
and dying brown.
That lichen doctors everything in this place.
I’ll whisper a prayer into the breeze
for the cedars to lead me off trail
down to the river;
snowberries and cottonwood lace its edge.
I need to rise with the water over river rocks
solid and stoic with secret.
-Keri Hakan

Keri Hakan was born and raised in Missouri but currently lives, loves and
writes in Oregon. She holds a B.A. in English, a minor in Philosophy and is a
certified Holistic Nutritionist. She has been published in the Spring 2019 edition
of Windfall A Journal of Poetry of Place and in the Four Elements June 2019
edition of Tiny Seed Literary Journal.
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A Letter to Vermont
God I miss you

As I knew you
The expansive evergreens
Steaming sap
Soon to be syrup
Family waffle recipes
Their yellow pages crinkled
And sprinkled with flour
God I miss you

As mist rising on a lake unruffled
It’s twinkling glass
Refracting infinitely
The light of each new morning
An enigmatic loon
Disappears at the sense of watching eyes
It’s sublime and eerie voice
Shimmers across the water
And through me
God I miss you

As the burn of my legs
Trekking towards emerald crests
When sweat cools to chills
The summit’s intermittent gusting
Exposed at last to the grand view
Surrounded by a patchwork of farmland
The towns’ business unknown and unseen
God I miss you

As the greens dry into yellows
Electric in their autumnal joy
Surrounded by swells of orange and red
Pin cherry,
Beech,
Mountain ash,
Red oak,
And Maple
God I miss you

As the leaf littered Path
Russet with needles and acorns deconstructed
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Steadily crunching through
Tunnels of bolstered trunks and branches
The covered bridge and rusting silos
A red barn in the distance
Stone walls sketching pastures forgotten
The bright white steeples amid fresh pines
God I miss you

As the first snowfall
It comes and melts away
Checked red and black wool coats
And the sting of not quite frozen rain
God I miss you

As the valley towns
Ageless and cozy
Each corner store and farmers’ market
Chocolate moose pies, deer droppings,
And little maple children

God I miss you
As Brick and ivy
Winding roads dispersing into foothills
Power lines professing to be trees
The sacred V of
Canadian geese
Alerting the seasons’ change
Turning the page with passage and song
God I miss you

As damp dark woods
Where only threads of golden sun
Stretch feebly to the mossy floor
White rivers weaving into clear streams
The brookies darting from the shadows
- Téo Chesney
Téo Chesney is currently living in New Orleans, and is a student of University of
New Orleans' Creative Nonfiction MFA program. He was adopted from Brazil as
an infant, but was raised in Southern Vermont. During his undergraduate studies at
St. Lawrence University, Téo came out as a transgender man, which significantly
altered how he consider the self and writing. Téo's struggles with identity and
belonging shaped much of his prose writing, while his active childhood in Vermont
shaped his poetry. Téo has published works of fiction to CrabFat magazine, and the
Paragon Journal, and one work of poetry to the St. Lawrence University
undergraduate magazine The Laurentian.
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[Loveliest of trees, the redbud here]
Loveliest of trees, the redbud here
adorns a grey-bark understory,
as snowy-pink blossoms now appear
before the summer-green canopy.
It’s odd to see its hatching shade
between the river and mountain road
as if it held its own parade
in quiet defiance from stem to node.
Sprawling out to spring’s new day
the redbud lips its charming tongue;
though sewn in rocky mountain clay,
it mutely motions me along.
-William Rieppe Moore

William Rieppe Moore is from Richland County, South Carolina and moved to
Unicoi County, Tennessee in 2012 with his wife, Cherith, where he practices
homesteading and animal husbandry. He is enrolled at East Tennessee State
University pursuing an MA in English. His work has been published in "Still:
The Journal," "Vita Brevis," and "Chronicles: A Magazine of American
Culture," and his work has received recognition from The Poetry Society of
Tennessee, and the "One Book, One Poem" contest.
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Twisty Up - Photo by Hugh Findlay
Hugh Findlay lives in Durham, NC, and would rather be caught fishing. He
drives a little red MG, throws darts on Tuesdays, reads and writes a lot, and
makes a pretty good gumbo.
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Lines Written Under The Shade Of The Lawrence Tree
While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things.
-William Wordsworth

High above Taos in the Sangre de Cristos
I lie on a bench at the ranch,
Gazing up through the pine’s branches
As the noon sun splatters on
The ground and bounces off the bark, scored
By wind and age. The light, a halo’d goldDust, swirls through the twirling limbs.
The breeze, a thousand sighs, in the seam
Of light and shade, breathes through
As I breathe—like the tree I carry inside
Me, the same growth and all
That disintegration. I have fallen into
A day-dream-scar left by a frond or some
Leaf of a poem. The lines will live on
As a different union of words
Long after I have gone. This ponderosa
Will tower as it towered a century before
Her painting. O’Keeffe lay on this bench
Under this pine that she claimed as her own
All those nights contemplating how
The top of the tree reached up
To brush the stars—the pine itself
Seemed to proclaim I am your god.
I lie here dappled in the sunlight
Waiting for a sign of my own, watch
A grackle alight on a branch above me
And hear it call out her name.
-Chell Nevarro
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The Lawrence Tree
Photo by Chell Nevarro

Chell Nevarro, Founder and Editor-in-Chief at Savage Torpor Poetry, I hold an
MFA in Poetry from the University of Missouri-Kansas City, live in Kansas City
but consider Arroyo Seco, NM my spiritual home. My publications include
Bear Review, Sprung Formal, Lily Poetry Review, and Typishly among others
and have written and published two chapbooks "Don't Shoot the Augury" and
"The Fetish of Maude Tatum."
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TREE ON TAYLOR STREET
Once overlooking
Curley’s garden,
it had stood
amazingly tall
and brusque
like a celery stick
plopped right
next to a small house
and an unpaved driveway
for so long
that, after having
been away for years,
I had to blink twice
to believe
I wasn’t seeing
a ghost tree there
standing not so small
in its place.
-Raymond Luczak

Raymond Luczak is the author and editor of 22 books, including Flannelwood
(Red Hen Press) and Lovejets: Queer Male Poets on 200 Years of Walt
Whitman (Squares & Rebels). He lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and online at
raymondluczak.com
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Tree House
Held aloft in a plywood room
where ink stamps and old stickers wallpaper the boards,
sun dapples its greeting in a slow shift of tint
and ants welcome whatever creature
makes its way up the ladder.
No windows to wash,
each opening frames an acorn’s view
on the jewelweed field, the fallow pasture
and oak bark rising like a chimney of warmth.
The tree’s slow growth envelopes a cable
and pushes nails from their places.
Roots ground the foundation
deeper each year.
-Sarah Wyman

Sarah Wyman teaches and writes in the Hudson Valley where climbers kick
granite dust down to a river-sea. Her recent work has been featured in
Mudfish, Ekphrasis, Aaduna, Petrichor Review, and A Slant of Light:
Contemporary Women Writers of the Hudson Valley. Sighted Stones, her
chapbook, appeared last year.
https://faculty.newpaltz.edu/sarahwyman/
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“Even a poem is too loud.”
—A. R. (“Archie”) Ammons
Wanting Silence
Fox walks as slowly as she can
where pine needles soften a raw earth trail,
toe-to-heel, toe-to-heel, the way
her father taught her when she
knew he was king of the world.
She doesn’t want to write a sonnet.
She doesn’t want new words at all,
but just to touch rough moss and roots
and find the orange mushrooms growing
where a black branch fell and stayed.
There! A single lady slipper
palest purple and rounded fragile
blossom on a slender stalk:
quiet, Fox thinks, alone and simple
in a world forced by machines.
No one is allowed to touch it.
So few know it’s rare and frail.
A blossom far from noise and uproar.
A talisman. A grail.
-Katharyn Howd Machan

Katharyn Howd Machan’s most recent publication is What the Piper
Promised, winner of the 2018 Alexandria Quarterly Press chapbook
competition. She lives in Ithaca, New York, with fellow poet Eric Machan
Howd and teaches in the Department of Writing at Ithaca College.
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I guess that’s why they call it Fall
Photo by Martha Nance

Martha Nonce is a physician in Minnesota whose front yard contains a few
trees, and whose trees contain color and joy and mystery! She has had prior
photographs published in Tiny Seed, much to her pleasure.
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So light passes through leaf
From leaf
I long to learn
to let light
through every cell.
What is this light passes through leaf?
When the leaf does not eclipse my eye,
the light lands where I can see it,
subsumed in other light
(or being more mobile than leaf, perhaps I
am the one with agency to eclipse).
What light passes through leaf?
With eye within the penumbra I can barely see it;
such bright light shuts my pupil:
I shun the glare involuntarily:
it lands in my iris.
What light comes through?
In the umbra I dilate.
I dilate as if on purpose–
purpose–iris–unfallen leaf
From leaf I long to learn
to unimpede,
to look less solid,
as I know I am as much space between atoms
as the space between stars.
-Karina Lutz
Karina Lutz worked as a sustainable energy advocate for three decades.
Earlier, she received an MSJ from Medill School of Journalism, and worked as
an editor, reporter, and magazine publisher. She's currently collaborating to
launch a permaculture community, Listening Tree Cooperative.
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Trees by Bosgra Photos by Johannes Bosgra
Johannes Bosgra (b. 1979 in Hardegarijp, the Netherlands) has travelled to the
most desolate places on earth from a young age to create his work, from
Antarctica to Alaska. Bosgra uses contemporary classical music as an inspiration
in the creation of his photographic work. Bosgras work has been exhibited
internationally in Miami and Dusseldorf a.o.
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Unforgettable
En route to Central Pennsylvania
he greets the two ghost sycamores
towering above a stand of pines
on the road through the Newark Valley.
Bark lit from within,
luminous no matter the season,
he never fails to notice
and pay them homage
whether naked in winter glare
or clothed in leaves of jade.
Even at 55 miles an hour,
whatever the weather or time of day,
he knows just when to look to his left
pointing as we go,
as if they might be waiting for us
and he wouldn’t want to disappoint.
I catch sight of them
in a blur over my shoulder,
limbs entwined like a bride and groom
poised to dance at their wedding.
-Gloria Heffernan

Gloria Heffernan is the author of the upcoming poetry collection, What the
Gratitude List Said to the Bucket List, (New York Quarterly Books, 2019).
She has also written two chapbooks: Hail to the Symptom (forthcoming from
Moonstone Press) and Some of Our Parts, (Finishing Line Press, 2018). Her
work has appeared in over fifty journals including Anchor, Chautauqua,
Stone Canoe, Columbia Review, Louisville Review, and The Healing Muse.
She is an adjunct instructor at Le Moyne College and teaches poetry at The
Downtown Writers Center in Syracuse, NY.
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The Greens on Red Hill
aren’t actually greennot when you really see them.
But really, how rarely
do we see clearly?
There’s a green glazed in violet,
one blasted with blackness,
sage and sea, kelly and army,
tastes of lime, mint, and olive,
hues of hunter, fern, and jungle.
All greens,
but to call any one
“green”
is to miss so muchto miss what makes each its own,
to miss the small and misunderstood
part that it brings to this beauty.
Differences seeming ever so slight
shift with the sun to show
us what we should already know:
all lay in perception and perpetual motion.
And today the greens on Red Hill
remind this man
nobody is really all good or bad,
nothing wholly black or white,
or green.
-Josh Nicolaisen
Josh Nicolaisen has taught English in both public and private schools for more
than ten years. He organizes and officiates snowboard and freeski events and is
the owner of Old Man Gardening LLC. Josh lives in New Hampshire with his
wife, Sara, and their daughters, Grace and Azalea. His poems have recently
appeared or are forthcoming in So It Goes, Writers Resist, The Poets of New
England: Volume 1 (Underground Writers Association), and Indolent Books'
online project, What Rough Beast.
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Walking Trees
My wife Sandy photographs me
beneath three large hala trees
whose trunks point north, south, east.
From the first few feet of each
roots slant to the ground like legs.
The natives call them walking trees.
I’m told these are some of the oldest,
most primitive living things on earth.
They resemble giant mobile plants
I’ve seen in science fiction movies.
If I’m buried in Hawaii when I shed
this busy life, my essence could be drawn up
into one or more of these immaculate creations.
I’d be pleased to walk with them.
Three Hala TreesPhoto by John Laue

-John Laue

John Laue, teacher/counselor, a former editor of Transfer, San Francisco
Review, and Monterey Poetry Review has won awards for his writing
beginning with the Ina Coolbrith Poetry Prize at The University of California.
With five published books, and a sixth come out this year, he presently
coordinates the reading series of The Monterey Bay Poetry Consortium, and
edits the online magazine Monterey Poetry Review. Laue had two successful
shows of his photos last year and had several selected for special mention by
international on-line galleries and magazines.
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Košava
Each wind in this country is named for
the distinct noise it makes in the trees.
Today through the People’s Park the Košava bursts
as I sit in the glass-walled café at the centre.
A man pushes a piled shopping-cart of crates
of soft drinks across the Narodna Bašta
and suddenly the wind upsets them all
in furious colour and fizz. The fountain tilts
everything that can wave waves
the air-drunk trees tip, the cyrillic
death-notices flap against the trunks.
To my eyes every thing has the appearance of
the thing that it is, and even this strong wind
fails to quite dislodge the image of tree that halfbuckles, its roots holding, as a few young
leaves stream away, such loss being the cost
of representation, accounted for
in the sense that the trees overproduce
leaves in anticipation of loss, and once the
crisis-point passes, they will stand
more lightly tree-like than before, but does
the streaking leaf remain a part of the tree
or is it only in me its image races
until I stalk it inside a poem:
the streaming never, the loose leaf,
metonym of eternity never
still enough to tell. And is that a bird
in the despite, against the rush, undistressedly
notating? It is unseen, unseeable
and the other leaves, the ones that remain,
turn their paler undersides, making the trees
appear to be rushing from the scene.
About us blow the names of things, I sit
feeling dislodged from the great tree of name
and falling, since there is nothing to do but fall.
-Giles Goodland
Giles Goodland was born in Taunton, was educated at the universities of Wales
and California, took a D. Phil at Oxford, has published a several books of poetry
including A Spy in the House of Years (Leviathan, 2001) Capital (Salt, 2006),
Dumb Messengers (Salt, 2012) and The Masses (Shearsman, 2018). He works in
Oxford as a lexicographer, teaches evening classes on poetry for Oxford
University's department of continuing education, and lives in West London.
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Winter
In view of venerable shrub pines
Among each frozen fields’ unbroken creases
Beside the bare birchIn the absence of birds,
Deep calls to deep
Then deep to deeper
Amidst a thunder of silenceThe sacred interrupted
by the crunch of my boots
scarring the untouched snow.
-Rachel DeVore Fogarty

Rachel DeVore Fogarty is a freelance musician, composer and sometimes
poet in Astoria, NY.
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The Five Hundred Year-Old Oak
The limbs, trees unto themselves;
as many broken as whole,
as many that touch ground
as reach out high.
In sleeves of moss and licorice fern
they rest in neighboring oaks,
in the crooks of alders.
They spider and twist
and creep through tall grass
at the edge of the grove and the field
where the heron patiently collects frogs,
where there are hawks
with tails to match willow and dogwood,
and today, for five hundred years,
the harrier quick-turns in her flight,
then lands to rest
until the wind
picks her back up
again.
-Alex Leavens

Alex Leavens has worked as a naturalist for the Portland Audubon Society,
backcountry ranger and firefighter in the Olympic National Park, and primitive
survival instructor in Southern Utah. His poetry has appeared in Cirque: A
Journal for the North Pacific Rim, Windfall: A Journal of Poetry of Place,
Perceptions Magazine, Clover: A Literary Rag, Tiny Seed Literary Journal,
Frogpond, and Modern Haiku.
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BRISTLECONES
Is it any more strange
than believing
that a man rose from the dead
that wine becomes blood
for me to believe
that just by being
among you—
you twisted, gnarled
sentinels of the desert
sprigs when pharaohs
were helpless babes
midlife as Rome crumbled—
that I may absorb
a sliver
of your endurance
your willingness
to go on, despite
all you have weathered
all you have seen?
-Brian Rihlmann

Brian Rihlmann was born in New Jersey and currently resides in Reno,
Nevada. He writes free verse confessional and nature poetry. He has been
published in Blognostics, Red Eft Review, Synchronized Chaos, and others.
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Bristlecone Pine - photo by Richard LeBlond

Richard LeBlond is a retired biologist living in North Carolina. His essays and
photographs have appeared in numerous U.S. and international journals.
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Burn Baby Burn - Michelle Wittensoldner

Thinking out Loud - Marieken Cochius
Thinking out Loud, 2018, driftwood and metal, 44x 55 x 15 In.
Marieken Cochius is a Dutch-born artist who has lived in New York City since
1987, and in the Hudson Valley since 2013. Her work encompasses drawing,
painting, sculpture and printmaking. Cochius' work has been exhibited in places
ranging from New York City, NY, Berkeley, CA, Austin, TX, Los Angeles, CA,
to Japan, Germany and the Netherlands. Her work is in numerous private
collections in the US and Europe. She has collaborated with musicians and other
artists. A public sculptural commission was completed in 2017 for the Village of
Wappingers Falls, NY and will be installed in 2018.
Recent solo shows in 2018 and 2016 were at Matteawan Gallery in Beacon, NY,
and Holland Tunnel Gallery in Brooklyn, NY. She has participated in two
residencies at the Vermont Studio Center. Cochius has participated in recent
group exhibitions at Cigar Factory, LIC, NY: WAAM, Woodstock, NY; Ann
Street Gallery, Newburgh, NY; LAB Space, Hillsdale, NY; Sideshow Gallery,
Brooklyn, NY; Ube Gallery, Berkeley, CA; Brick Gallery, Catskill, NY.
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Ode to My Childhood Tree
Your ashy
Remains in me
Like eighty five tree rings of memories
Densely packed lessons
I could not learn
Until the time came for the sky’s lightning powered winds to
Push, crack it's trunk
Until the time came for dampened dirt to
Call it’s burrowing and soil softening worms
Earth says I cannot learn
Until She begins your entering
into what's next in
a life-well lived.
-Hokis

Hokis {n., /hō/kēs/ Armenian for “my soul“} is senior editor of Headline Poetry
and a regular contributor of Reclamation Magazine. Her recent published
works are also found in Nymphs, Indolent Books, and the Indie Blu(e)
Anthology: SMITTEN: This is What Love Looks Like.
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Nueve Palmas in Blue - Photo by Jonathan Brooks

Jonathan Brooks' work has been exhibited internationally, featured in movies
(Mike & Dave Need Wedding Dates, and Uncle Drew), the Emmy nominated
short film United States Of Art celebrating the 50th anniversary of NEA, and
television shows (David Makes Man, Southern Charm, The Vampire Diaries,
and Germany’s Only Love Counts).
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Millville, PA
The only jazz musician for miles is present in this room
She croons and we are in Brooklyn
but it is still not Brooklyn
when she sings close to the Pennsylvania Wilds
The song of my heart,
is it a continuous melody or broken up in pieces
Sometimes there is even
the quiet of leaves,
strewn near hanging flowerpots in a cottage near the Amish
As you walk up a mountain,
there are the trees that might know you
as something other than this body or smile
The woman’s voice melts next to the cellist
we stop to hear the piano solo in a room now nearly full
We stand amidst the trees on the mountain
rushing of water,
barely discernible,
the open mouth of a sky listening
-Anisa Rahim

Anisa Rahim is a writer and public interest lawyer. She has published some of
her poetry at OJAL: Open Journal of Arts and Letters and BlazeVOX. See
more of her work at anisarahim.com.
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Turning Forty Under the Banyan Tree
The aerial roots grow upwards,
The branches down.
This sacred tree of India,
Also grows in Maui, Hawaii.
Buddha is known to have sat 7 days in contemplation
In its shade
and Krishna is known to have rested
Under its leaf.
The English writers in the 1600’s wrote that
Merchants did business under this tree.
So you my friend, who are turning Forty,
Can wear this emblem around your neck with a cool black tee
And become
Like the “One who cherishes this tree,
and knows the secrets of the Vedas.”
The roots grow up to show the influence of older brothers,
Sisters, fathers, mothers,
The sacred family,
as the branches seek the security of the earth
when they stretch out to discover the world.
-Thea Schiller
Thea Schiller, a New York poet and psychotherapist facilitates a poetry workshop
at the Somers library in Somers, N.Y. and practices psychotherapy in CT. She
holds a B.A. in creative writing from The City University of New York, and an
MS in counseling from Western CT State University. Her poem, “Sarah” was the
Orchard Poetry Prize winner in Furrow, University of Wisconsin. Recently, her
poems have appeared in The San Diego Annual Poetry Review 2017-2018, Edify
Fiction, The Ravens Perch, 4th & Sycamore, Hevria, Lucent Dreaming and The
Tenth Muse as well as many small literary journals in the past. When given the
chance she follows her muse from Norway to Greece.
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Listening to the Trees
Companions over time and place,
old friends each,
have the power of personal presence
that speaks of holding space
for timeless beauty’s gifts.
Deep roots transform earth’s soil and minerals
into expressions of vitality,
nourishing growth of wondrous branches,
emerging from within
to create sustenance and shelter without.
These great beings
stand tall, see far, and know
what I need to hear.
When their silence speaks,
I listen with care.
They transmit the ancient wisdom
learned from their harmonious
companionship with sun,
clouds, rain, wind and earth.
They inspire with clear messages
of peace, truth, strength and grace,
joy, beauty, trust, equanimity and more.
Enlivened by their essence,
I breathe in their loving guidance
and it becomes part of who I am.
I convey my heartfelt gratitude
to them
And share their gifts
with you.

Willow Tree Photo By Denise T Barry

- Denise T. Barry
Denise Therese Barry and her husband Bill live in rural Shelburne, MA
surrounded by beautiful trees, including willow, birch, magnolia, maples and the
nearby apple orchards. She enjoys observing and learning from Nature and this
inspires her writing. She has been sharing her love for Tai Chi with students of
all ages since 1986.
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Ocean
originally published in Pasque Petals
All is an ocean
Gusting currents
Ashen trees like
thermal vents
billowing sulfurous stuff.
Each thing its equal and
opposite
Each leaf its ripple
Each beat its
Retracing.
I drift amongst the ashen trees
I wonder at their awesome spires
like billowing vents
I feel their communion their
esprit de corps.
King Crimson
teach me to love all things
the sticky green leaves
I prostrate myself to receive
your communion.
I weep from the earth
my wicked usury
I am guilty before all things.
The canna blooms red
The current flows still
Submerged, I drink this bounty
Feudal underroots,
towing.
-Adam Schechter
Adam Schechter grew up in South Dakota and earned a Bachelor of Music
degree in Viola Performance from Indiana University. He currently resides in
Montreal, Quebec, where he is pursuing a Master of Music degree in Viola
Performance at McGill University.
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New Hampshire Trees - Photo by KJ Williams
KJ Williams is an abstract expressionist/photographer. She has studied art
at Newbury College and The Art Institute of Boston before moving to
New Hampshire. Through her work, KJ has expressed her physical pain
from an accident in 1993 to the depression and frustration of trying to
work while in pain. She has been compared to Frida Kahlo in that
respect.
In the past few years, her paintings have leaned more towards abstract
representation of her thoughts, causes, and passions
.
'My work represents my life. It's who I am. It's my passion. If I could not
express myself through my art, I would not exist.'
Her paintings, and drawings range from animals and people to abstract
and self portraits. A piece can be dream orientated or a cause that she
feels passionate about. Her strong use of earth tone colors capture a
somewhat dark feel.
Through her photography, she expresses her strong love of nature,
photographing the beautiful White Mountains of New Hampshire, her
children, and animals.
She has sold many of her works. She is one of the artists featured in The
Pain Exhibit. Her work can also be seen at Deviant Art, and Artmajeur.
Her photography can be seen at Viewbug.com
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Woods
The fuzz could be kept better on that grey squirrel’s tail
In fact, it’s almost blue at the tip,
and frazzled;
It’s the sun warming down canary yellow
Cardinals, bought and sold
with a crust
Of bread
thrown down on foliage carelessly
It landed, and is hidden by the deep
terra
brown of the fallen
leaves behind it
Fallen from its source, its partner, sky.
Combing through this woodland waits. A song is
here, eternity could pass
this afternoon, but the toiling is not ours
Passion and exertion fall to the fault lines, asphalt, Crust
decays with the blame of dying
trees
so tall,
in the heavens
they span this wispy hollow
And create it
The breeze lays over them a spell
Rustles their feathers, hues their gold
in amber, answer, red.
And yellow.
A whistling of an echo sounds
in my ear The sun cools down.
Never to
return in my midst,
I intrude
in the flurry of woods
we lose each other's name as
visions of you
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call dryly, carelessly
In seeing, it is there.
But trees fell bravely long before
A human ever dared.
-Sam Kaspar
Born in Canada, I live, work, row, and hike in the US. I most enjoy crafting
around a hopefully memorable core which formed the initial reason I felt it was
worth writing in the first place. Ultimately, even brilliant ideas are useless if they
cannot be conveyed eloquently, hence poetry.

Berries Glace Photo by Gloria Heffernan
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A Gust of Wind
A plum drops onto concrete
next to my lawn chair
This tree, the one that sheds every August making jam
for the honey bees,
was that you
or the wind?
I walk the park’s path,
red cardinal in the branches.
A bouquet of cigar and roses swirl into my nostrils.
An unexplained fragrance
speaks to me through wind.
You see, the plums had me thinking
about the way you were sometimes:
A confetti storm of doves, ribbons and firecrackers produced from thin air.
Was it you
who startled me?
I look to my side.
Street performer nearby,
a magician tossing scarves,
Past the fountain only pups, children and hand-holders.
Enveloped by silence, I hear the howl of your laughter
when your sides really ached
and your face turned beet red.
So distant.
I lament the twinkle in your eyes
also had
a half-life.
Whisper without words, show me you are
present, please.
I can only make sense when
you are near me.
Nothing gets in between Papi and his favorite.
Even death.
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Curl of the wind around my shoulders
and neck, tussling my tresses.
You play with my hair and
brush my cheek. Your gusts assure me to go on.
“Go on,” You urge, go on.
I am content to accept
you are one shade away from turning me
into a believer.
though in life you hardly were.
Emptiness
and the morning breeze.
Are you here?
-Jane Lake

I am a former reporter for the Chicago Tribune and a published poet often
reading at Poets House. More information is available at www.dabadelic.com.
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Briefly Finding Home
I was a bird for a day
Not because I could fly
But because a storm
Turned my world topsy-turvy
A giant oak came crashing to earth
Leaving a hole in the sky
Where it had blocked my view
Its huge limbs sprawled
As though a body
Had fallen from heaven
They cancelled school that day
And my friends and I, playing Tarzan,
Swarmed over the tree
Like Lilliputians over Gulliver
It was as good as riding an alligator
Whose jaws had been bound
Like petting a whale
Something you only get to do
In a dream or theme park
I gathered the Spanish moss
That had dripped from the tree
Like the tangled hair of a wizard
And made a nest and climbed in
I fell asleep in the fallen treetop
A baby bird safe under the mother’s wing
This is how the world
Shows itself sometimes
You strain to look up, to climb
Then the tree, like the mountain
Comes down to you
Bringing an intimacy
Letting you touch it
Your hand in the wound
-Carol Flake Chapman
Carol Flake Chapman has found that the language of poetry is the language of
deep connection to the natural world and a way of expressing grief at the loss
of so many of our plants and animals.
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Autumn Musings

Sofia Martimianakis

Crimson leaves fall in waves
Fresh mud, squishy steps
Cocooned caterpillars
cling on twigs covered in dew
Snails hike sunflower trails
Stars twinkle into view
Barren trees awaken
from your laughter
Adventures to be written
Spring thereafter
-Sofia Martimianakis
Sofia completed her undergraduate degree in English Literature at the
University of Toronto and her MA at the University of Waterloo. Her recent
publications include Fiction in Cloudbank, nonfiction in Toho Journal, Cleaning
up Glitter Magazine, and the Rappahannock Review and poetry and
photography in Chaleur Magazine.
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Birchness
She stands amid the barren clan
still clothed,
and yet she shivers.
With every wisp of winter wind
she quivers,
and whispers
dry and golden secrets
from her rooted soul:
of birds that fledged,
or insect galls
that mauled
her woody memory.
As her spicy sap flows
she furls
the green of Spring
in little whorls
to welcome slanted light
and longer days.
A slender thing,
with limbs askance
no child will climb up;
no treehouse hammered
to her skin,
no rope swing
or other thing,
like Oaks endure.
But she in all her tenderness
is at the once
both tensile
and sure.
-Patricia Thrushart
Patricia Thrushart has published two books, Little Girl Against The Wall, and Yin and
Yang. Her work appears regularly in The Watershed Journal, a regional literary magazine
of Northwestern Pennsylvania, and on the websites Dark Horse Appalachia and North/
South Appalachia. Her poems have been published in Tiny Seed, The Brookville Mirror,
Clarion University’s Tobeco, The Avocet, Still Point Arts Quarterly, The Pittsburgh Post
Gazette, The Indiana Gazette, Feminine Collective, Curating Alexandria and The
Pennsylvania Poetry Society’s Magazine PENNESSENCE. In June, 2019, she won first
place in the National Federation of State Poetry Society’s Diamond T contest. She is an
active member of the local writers’ community, presenting workshop sessions and
participating in live poetry readings.
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Acorn Elaborations - Photo by Hannah Huff

Hannah Huff is a Southern California-based writer and oak devotee originally
from Paso Robles, CA. She won The Nasiona Flash Creative Nonfiction Prize
2019, was a finalist in the Terrain.org 9th Annual Contest in Nonfiction, and her
poetry has appeared in RipRap Literary Journal.
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Apricot Tree in the City
Aptly said, he noted
No need for approval, she muttered
Looking down
Patterns on the sidewalk
Sent a message
There’s a word for that
There’s a name they give you
The wings of a bird thrummed a subtle message
The apricot tree had over the year
Produced one perfect, unfathomable fruit
Of soft baby hairs and an unassuming kernel
I don’t need to be apt for you, she said
She threw the kernel and hopscotched down the street
The apartment buildings lined like sentinels
She hopped and leaped and bent to regain the kernel
swallowing the last bit of the fruit’s sweetness
-Melanie DuBose

Melanie DuBose advocates for equity in arts education and teaches filmmaking to
teenagers in East LA. Recent poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Nixes
Mate Review, Neologism Poetry Journal, Red Flag Poetry Express, antinarrative
journal, Right Hand Pointing/One Sentence Poems, Ekphrastic Review, and
Contemporary Haibun. She once received an award from the National Weather
Association for her work with children and wetland preservation.
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Refuge of Trees
Protecting from the sun and heat
trees spread arms
high and wide over me
and sing
softly, gently, whispering –
I can sleep in peace.
On the prairie
Precious trees,
a grove a treasure
along a creek
miraculously fed
by flowing spring.
One can forget here
unpleasant elsewhere
and dream:
someday
there will be Peace –
I will be free.
-Duane L. Herrmann

Duane L. Herrmann, internationally published, award-winning poet and historian,
has held a variety of teaching and other positions, now retired. His history and
poetry have won awards and are translated into several languages. Collections
of poetry are: Prairies of Possibilities, Ichnographical: 173, Praise the King of Glory,
Family Plowing and other prairie poems, and Remnants of Life.
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Young Blues
You share your life
on wings of scent,
unadulterated tree breathing in the
night, allow me a bed close by in
grass.
Bless your branches,
let them
untangle my dreams, your cool
essence connecting me with
song.
- Mary McGinnis

Mary McGinnis, blind since birth, has been writing and living in New Mexico
since 1972. Published in over 70 magazines and anthologies, she has been
nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and has published three full-length collections:
Listening for Cactus, October Again, See with Your Whole Body, and Breath
of Willow.
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Spring in the Forest Near Stanley
Sapling roots knuckle the earth
as green shoots summon visions
fresh buds line raw creeks.
Water spirits nurture torrents
of white crescendos flooding
down from alpine heights.
Loggers rapped by lusty thumps
of ruffed grouse males courting.
Men stirred by sweet camas scents
and the stippled ooze of raw pitch.
Men shouldering heavy chainsaws
tools revved and roaring to bite.
Stag elk bugle and rut as men
head into the forest; their ears
longing to hear timber! feet ready
to leap aside as giant yellow pines
crash down around them.
Rings marking years of growth
sliced; arteriole flows bled open.
Logs chained and hoisted on trucks
bound for the whine and zip of mills.
Loggers muscling one tree at a time
alive with pitch, burnt oil, and sweat.
-Margaret Koger

Margaret Koger is a school media specialist with a writing habit. She lives
near the river in Boise, Idaho. Her father taught her to love trees. She was
raised on acreage with a full complement of farm animals and later enjoyed
backpacking, whitewater rafting, and camping in the Rockies.
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Tree at Crematorium III
Black pit
charred
and split
open at
the birch's
base
parted like
plundered
legs left
open
broken
black.
The land
stripped
once of
all green
grows again
green.
The tree
wound
and all
reaches roots
under
concrete;
sucks at
ashes; sips
from pools
of death;
and still
grows.
-Alex C. Eisenberg
Alex C. Eisenberg grew up a child of the Pacific Northwest, but her ancestors are
from Eastern Europe. A gardener, grief worker, and rite of passage guide, she
tends to traverse the liminal space, between the upper-world and the underworld,
drawing on and giving into the creative energy of the dying-birthing in-between.
You can find more of her poems in River Heron Review and About Place Journal.
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Michigan Trees Photo By Elizabeth Paxson
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Long Sleep
Tangerine and blood orange maples
exhort radiance
against a dark doze of furred pines
clad in verdant mink needles,
awaiting first snow.
Trees sing hallelujah
harmonies in lemon soprano
golden tenor
orange alto
and bass notes of ruby-rust.
Leaf tongues licked in flame
urge all to opulence,
a flamboyant presentation
before their sun-catcher arms
go naked for the long sleep.
-Elizabeth Paxson

Elizabeth Paxson is a poet, writer and visual artist, and graduate of the Interlochen Arts
Academy and Minneapolis College of Art. She resides in Northern Michigan among
changing trees and elusive waters near the 45th parallel. Her first chapbook, “Always
Birds,” is published with Redbird Chapbooks, June, 2019. Her poems have appeared in
collections such as “Peaceable Kingdom,” “Poet’s Night Out,” 2016-18, Pangolin Press,
Squirrel Cane Press, and Tiny Seed Journal. Short stories with Night Picnic Press, a
bilingual journal, appear in June and August issues of 2019.
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Super-Sweet Peach
Blossoms in May,
fruiting in June.
You shade the backyard.
You flirt with the squirrels.
You nourish the groundhogs.
Shrouded in netting, yet still you are pillaged,
and all that remains
are pits underfoot.
-Jennifer Gauthier

Jennifer Gauthier is a professor of media studies at Randolph College in
Southwestern Virginia. She has new poems published (or forthcoming) in Tiny
Seed Literary Journal, South 85, Gyroscope Review and Nightingale & Swallow.
She is currently at work on a chapbook of poetry inspired by women who have
been neglected by official history.
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Digital Age Pobiz

Thanks to Chestnut Review’s debut

I’ve been writing and submitting
for publication maybe a decade
plus or minus
during which time
manual process has d/ evolved from
printing paper then sending stuff
off in envelopes after
stamps licked to now
simply hitting,Send on computer
which waaay simpler procedure
encourages
maaassive increases
in verse traffic sorta like college
applications flooding Admissions
Departments --which
stretched simile
doesn’t hold a candle to metaphors
about artistic stubbornness in face
of accompanying
proportionately greater
odds of rejection that sadly include
this one about bad chestnut blight
wiping out four
billion (billion!) trees in
North America during early years of
last century but doesn’t kill all stumps.
So post those forests
ensuing cut down,
in many places these stumps still boost
young shoots over and over, and when
some get old enough
disease hits → they die but
generate another not far from deciduous
roots: given bills/ jobs real-life intrusions,
better images for Stubborn
we haven’t yet seen.
- Gerard Sarnat
Gerard Sarnat MD’s authored HOMELESS CHRONICLES (2010), Disputes, 17s,
Melting Ice King (2016). Gerry’s published by Gargoyle, Oberlin, Harvard, Brown,
Stanford, Main Street Rag, New Delta Review, American Journal Of Poetry, Poetry
Quarterly, Brooklyn Review, LA Review, San Francisco Magazine, New York Times.
MountAnalogue selected KADDISH for distribution nationwide Inauguration Day
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We are all the leaves of one tree ...
Laying, I
among the tree litter,
feeling the moist earth beneath me.
Rain lightly blessing my face, my shoulders,
my brown brittle body
is drenched in life’s abundance.
Basking in this moment, I exclaim
“Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness!”
Billowing gusts
tussle the half-naked maple above,
co-workers still clinging to what they know,
the narrow branches of their birth.
Their ignorance of change, falling, the unknown,
brings me aversion, then yields to
understanding in this moment, I exclaim
“Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness!”
Hands gathering
a bouquet of them,
Scarlet, who annoyed me,
Goldie, who chastened me,
Tapestry, who humbled me.
Memories of months mutually manufacturing chlorophyll,
forgiving in this moment, I exclaim
“Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness!
Knowing home,
feet press me deeply into My Mother,
fine grains of humus and sand.
No longer bound by self,
my ancestors welcome me.
Transcending in this moment, with love I exclaim
“Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness! Oh, my happiness!”
-Sol Riou
Sol Riou lives in the Pacific Northwest after trying out the East Coast and California.
As an artist and social worker, she seeks ways to connect humans to an embodied
experience of earth. She hopes to be reincarnated as a Madrone Tree, to fully enjoy
the earth's fertile generosity.
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OLD SYCAMORE
The tree enchants the riverbank,
so wide, gnarled and hollow,
its skin beneath the shedding bark
a mottled map, an abstract painter’s
canvas, its limbs and branches
turning white as bone as it climbs,
crowding out the neighbors
to display that ivory crown.
I duck through the entrance
in its side, stand in a space
filled with light from constellations,
the holes of birds with chisel beaks,
look up where the heartwood
feeds rot and ants moving
toward the sky, put my hand
on brittle xylem still alive with sap
rising to a galaxy of star shaped leaves
and thorny fruits as centuries pass.
-Steve Brammell
I worked for many years as a technical and medical writer in Birmingham,
Alabama. I was also a frequent contributor to Birmingham Magazine, Alabama
Magazine, and other regional publications. My feature each month in Birmingham
Magazine examined life in the city through a poet’s eyes. I now live and write in
Indianapolis, where I also work in the wine business. As a native Hoosier much of
my poetry reflects my upbringing and fascination with the Midwest, its culture and
its history. Recently, I've had poems published in RavensPerch, Northwest Indiana
Literary Journal, White Wall Review, The Tiny Seed Literary Journal, The Write
Launch, Flying Island, among others. I am a graduate of Wabash College.
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Huon Pine
A lock of enchantment, the Huon Pine Forest
thrives, its golden wood now left untouched
by the forest’s logging boys, Casanovas of
money, the ones who once were allowed
to level the flaxen giants. A portion of the
thievery lies in a nearby river, jungle-coated
artistes sketching on papyrus priceless objects
wanted by visitors to the site, the artists’
renditions kissed with the scent of huon pine.
-Claire Feild

Claire Feild has had 450 poems accepted for publication in 134 print journals
and anthologies such as The Tulane Review; The Carolina Quarterly; and
Literature Today. Her first poetry book is Mississippi Delta Women in Prism.
Her first nonfiction book is A Delta Vigil: Yazoo City, Mississippi, the 1960s.
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Tree Bark Square Photo by Roger Camp

Roger Camp is the author of three photography books including the awardwinning Butterflies in Flight, Thames & Hudson, 2002 and Heat, Charta,
Milano, 2008. His work has appeared in numerous journals including The
New England Review, New York Quarterly, and North American Review.
His work is represented by the Robin Rice Gallery, NYC.
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Choir
I sing in a Forrest Choir.
It’s me and the trees. Tall slim trunks standing in line.
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass. Birch, Maple, Apple, Pine.
With wind as our Leader; harmonies soar.
When I was young, I knew the trees as friends.
My gaze through green boughs to blue sky brought knowledge of
certain connection.
Nature and I were one and the same, and that same was Perfection.
But, leaving childhood brings doubts and clouds. Certainty ends.
Happy with outsiders, I was drawn to a gifted, afflicted artist who,
in the language of trees, was first “marcescent” (withering, yet holding
on), then “deciduous” (shedding all). Witnessing this unravel seemed
when life was hardest. Finding the way of my own survival, new
challenges grew.
Now, wind is Choir Leader; clouds, audience. In concert, harmonies
soar.
Tall trunks, textured with bark; vertical, gate-like, bridge to the sky.
Tonal humming. Vibration. A song key tunes our hearts. Time to fly!
Now, I sing in a Forrest Choir.
-Marjorie Moorhead

Marjorie Moorhead writes from the NH/VT border; a river she crosses frequently.
Her work is found in several collections, many poetry sites, and debut chapbook,
Survival: Trees, Tides, Song (Finishing Line Press 2019). Forthcoming, Marjorie's
"(Villanelle) For My Planet" will be in Planet In Peril (Fly On The Wall 2019)
"Choir” appears in my chapbook, Survival: Trees, Tides, Song
(2019 Finishing Line Press)
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And the Trees Dance
The forest breathes into the silences
and the sounds
...the bellows of the gods
Life breathing in
...waiting...resting...replenishing…
in the peace of nature...the infinite now
This deep inhale...the precious regeneration of the soul
the spirit's manifold aliveness
in silence, in silence
Save for one lone chirp lilting from the treetops
and a bird taking flight…
...soaring...gliding...to the clouds
Foretelling the glorious exhale
eternally...eternally welcome
that rhythmic rustling breath
The song of the forest...the sweet breeze of life
rustling the trees...lifting them higher and higher
the leaves, the branches, the vitality
It's a sweet soft symphony
the life-breath of soul-sounds…
each tiny branch moving with the air
And the trees dance
bowing their branches in grace
...raising them in celebration
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In unison they rejoice
into the rhythm, into the wisdom…
of this lush verdant world
Then, that glorious pause…
the rest-note exploring eternity
dwelling in the expansive silent inhale
Save for the one lone chirp
and a beautiful bird flying from its perch
liberated into the clouds...once again.
-Judith Ellen Sanders
Judith Ellen Sanders is a full-time writer and painter with a Master of Science
degree from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Her poetry has been
published in The New York Times, Chaleur Magazine, In/Scape Magazine,
and by the Origami Poems Project. Her website can be found at
JudithEllenSanders.com
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Pine Forest
Photo by Keith Moul
Keith Moul is a poet of place, a photographer of the distinction light adds
to place. Both his poems and photos are published widely. His photos are
digital, striving for high contrast and saturation, which makes his vision
colorful (or weak, requiring enhancement).
http://poemsphotosmoul.blogspot.com/
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The Hemlocks
I wait all day
to see the magic
of early evening light
stream through the forest
gather on hemlock needles
in small, radiant pearls.
So different from the day’s vast, high sun
that dons no particular character—
different, too, from maple, oak
birch and pine that flatten
the descending beams
merely brighten the leafy green.
Yes, it’s the hemlocks that take me
as I watch the glittering delicacy
wonder just how my arboreal elders
some centuries old
pool rays into tiny, shining spheres
that bring such joy
and tears.
-Roxanne Bogart

Roxanne E. Bogart is a wildlife biologist and writer, whose poems have
appeared in The Burlington Poetry Journal, Poetry Quarterly, and
Naturewriting.com. She spends her personal time hiking in the woods and
meadows of Western Massachusetts, where she gathers inspiration for her
writing. Visit roxannebogart.com.
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Think of the Trees
I wonder
have you ever thought about a tree?
the roots that travel deep into the dirt
holding secrets
the trunk that stands firm
keeping it safe when the wind
tries to blow it down
the branches and leaves that sway
free
unbothered
making it beautiful
making it unique
making it special
have you ever thought about a tree?
the hundreds of years of
pain
peace
persistence
everything it’s overcoming
everything it overcame
you might have thought about a tree
but I wonder
have you ever thought about me?
-Liza Stone

Liza Stone is a newer writer who uses her words to help not only herself, but
others through their struggles. Stone strives to be a voice for those who are
too scared to speak for themselves. She enjoys drawing from raw emotions
that others might stray from. Through listening to others, she has been able to
develop different tones in her writing, and hopes to continue to show others
that they are not alone, no matter what they think.
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Winter at the Lake - Artwork by Neil Berkowitz

Neil Berkowitz is a photographic artist and printmaker living in Seattle,
Washington. His current work layers multiple iPhone photographic images to
explore place identity and the creation of memory through the blending of
multiple visual moments.
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Seven Seconds
A leaf separates from a twig on a tree
tumbling for seven seconds
on a journey to the ground.
For seven seconds a pedestrian
crosses a busy intersection
before a swarm of traffic invades.
A mother sparrow satisfies hunger
as she drops insects for seconds
into the gaping beaks of her young.
A concert master stands, baton poised,
head raised for large seconds
before sweet sound spreads.
A pause stretches for seven seconds
before a first kiss
felt as far as the soles of eager feet.
With the fragrance of eucalyptus
passing through my window
seconds stroll lightly by
as a leaf quietly comes to rest.
-Marianne Brems

Marianne Brems is a long time writer of textbooks, but also loves to write
whimsical poems. She has an MA in Creative Writing from San Francisco State
University. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in several literary
journals including The Pangolin Review, Armarolla, Foliate Oak, The Voice of
Eve, La Scrittrice, and The Sunlight Press. She lives in Northern California.
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Locust
originally appeared in Rue Scribe

Nearly wide as tall
the locust tree dancing
on the hill waves a thousand
moss-green feathers
each one fifty leaves or more.
Clumps sway in rhythm
with the wind, not like
frantic pompoms shaken
at the game; more like
Aretha’s boa as it shimmied
when she took a bow.
-Raymond Byrnes

Recent work by Raymond Byrnes has been read on The Writer's Almanac and
published in Third Wednesday, Shot Glass Journal, All Roads Will Lead You
Home, Typishly, Split Rock Review, and numerous other journals. He lives in
Virginia.
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Happy Earthday - by Carol Bouyoucos.

The natural world is the theme of my work. I think beauty, and the protection
of beautiful moments, are healing and vital in this current environmental and
social climates.
BFA from the University of Michigan’s School of Art & Design, Ann Arbor.
Advisory Board Member, Katonah Museum of Art, Katonah, NY
Member, Garden Club of America. Garden History and Design Chair, Bedford
Garden Club, NY.
website: carolgreenanbouyoucos.com
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Magnolia
Most May trees are tentative

their tiny sparks of leaves testing, tasting
but here and there is one
all out of order
its pop of blossoms first
rebels

whose flagrant petals will drop
docile
and leave them to recede unspectacular
almost invisible in June’s front yards.

-Joanie Heineman

I spent my childhood in Peru, where my American parents did literacy work
with indigenous groups. At age 15, I moved back to the States to find myself
a foreigner. I spent years assimilating and ended up an ordinary adult:
married, 2 kids and a dog, English teacher in a Midwestern town. But I've
learned that the most mundane can be exotic--it's the details and noticing that
counts. I have been writing poems in my head since I can remember, but I've
only recently had the courage to put them on the page.
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Plexus
That which sparks between my ears
Enters orderly, in charged lines.
Not just what cerebrum hears,
What toe, disc, bone, gut, declines

Or agrees to relay from the world:
Circuit, switchboard, protest, command,
Law, shocks, message, flags unfurled.
The arc from brain to nerve to hand

To key to screen to branching mind,
A canopy, as trees have, throwing shade
And mystery on all the sparks you’d find
If it were all not born, but made.
-Peri Dwyer Worrell

Peri Dwyer Worrell grew up on a Puerto Rican street in New York, gaining a
keen appreciation of diversity, tolerance, and taking no crap from anyone.
After 30 years as a physician, Peri expatriated to Latin America. Peri now
writes books, poetry, and travel blogs, and edits science articles freelance.
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A Group of Trees Huddling to Keep Warm in the Winter
Photo by Tisha Maria Mendes

The Author loves travelling and exploring new places. She is very close to
Nature and through her photography she captures the pristine beauty of
Nature. she has travelled around the world and feels nature is something that
one should capture in your minds eye. The Author captured these shots on one
of her many trips around Waterloo, Ontario this Summer.
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Jedediah Smith State Park
Her girth
renders mute, her beauty
a heartache to witness.
Reduced, feel her skin,
run hands up her body.
To be inside another living thing
—a comfort.
She teaches the way to root—
shallow but widespreading.
Something akin to lust, I feel
something akin to devotion,
wash hands in glacial streams,
blue-tinged green.
-Lisa Archer

Lisa Archer is a poet and essayist. Originally from Ithaca, NY, she has
migrated to Southwestern Virginia for a few seasons. She holds an MFA in
Creative Writing from Hollins University.
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Early Spring - Photo by John McCluskey
John McCluskey has published visual art, poetry, fiction, and non-fiction in
literary and commercial publications worldwide. His most recent photo essay
was published in Otoliths in July 2019. John has lived in Chicago, Los Angeles,
and Connecticut.
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Autumn Fog - Photo by John McCluskey
Tree Top
I long to climb amongst
the highest branches,
wave within the breeze
like a swaying squirrel
reaching for the sky.
The glory of tree tops
take my eyes away
from the earths
ever pulling tug,
to do,
rather than
to be,
like the tree.
- Daisy Stone
Daisy enjoys writing poetry, & walking in nature with her dog.
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Tulip Poplar
"All we grasp we must let go All we grasp
we must let go All we grasp we must let go."I repeat
and repeat what the trees know, but this tall tulip that hugs our
patio, shades our outdoor
table,
drops honey-bearing nectar on us all May, that stood here long
before the patio, long before
the house indeed that stood in a wood I can barely imagine,
unmapped, unloved,
not a feature but a creature of an unpeopled
Landscape—this tall
tulip with its straight
Trunk unlimbed to
30 feet, is precious
to me. I should speak
For this tree, save it
From our ill human
Meddling,but good
sense, this tree's own
Deep-rooted wisdom
counsels me: stillness.
Bend, give way; strength
and stillness, stillness helps us grow.
-Heidi Mordhorst

Heidi Mordhorst is a poet, early years teacher and climate activist working in
the DC Metro area. She blogs regularly at the crossroads of poetry and public
school and was recently selected to join the NCTE Poetry Awards Committee
for a 3-year term.
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Love and a Black Walnut Tree
We watched her grow, begin to produce
green-covered nuts. He counted and guarded
each one, as if to ready for war.
Perched by the window, he threw rocks
at squirrel-thieves. Stones rippled
into Fall’s puddles. Why does a tree
give itself away every year and then
have nothing left? The tree and my body
learned to say, no, no, no!
For years after we separated,
he said he was coming home.
There is no home.
Developers killed the tree,
the 100 year old house, and our attic.
The maze of roots were abandoned
under a sterile eight-story complex;
no space for green. The tree would have tangled
through phone lines, overtaken arguments.
Left to her own, she would have won. I still
love him for loving rare black walnuts.
He knew how to crack the hardest shells.
-Carrie Albert

Carrie Albert is a multifaceted artist and poet. Her poems and multimedia
works have been published widely in journals and anthologies, including Up the
Staircase Quarterly, Grey Sparrow Journal, Foliate Oak, Earth’s Daughters, ink,
sweat & tears. . . She lives in Seattle.
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Her Trees
(A tribute to Emily Carr)
Wind-kissed elegance
Reaching, resisting breakage
Rain stoked courage
Screaming shades of green
against impossible blue.
Sun-fueled persistence
Confident wisdom
Pointing elders, sapling roots
suckling, holding fast
Bold untamed feeling
dripping crystalline tears of
sadness, ardor, and joy
Brush stroking canvas
Feminine spirit revealed
Emily’s lively grin
-Josephine Pino

Josephine Pino is a scientist by diploma, educator by heart, and writer by
nature. She enjoys the intersections between all things that intersect, and
frequently writes about trees. She has published poems in Cathexis NW,
High Shelf Press, Tiny Seed Literary Journal, and Raw Art Review.
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Here
Here
In the heart of the forest
Where the silence is thunderous
Where the deep green rises and blocks out the sun
Where the flowers that blanket the forest floor
Shine with secret light
Where God would choose
To take Her morning walk
If She were of this world
Where my mind
Can steep in the stillness
Here
-Sally Quon

Sally Quon is a writer and photographer living in the Okanagan Valley where
she writes a weekly nature blog. Her photos have appeared in Canadian
Geographic and Nature Alberta's various birding brochures. Her writing has
appeared in Canadian Stories Magazine, along with various anthologies. Her
website is https://featherstone-creative.com
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Autumn Blitz
Wondering winds transcended upon treetops
Layers of light reflected - hues of red, orange and yellows splashed brilliance
off the lively leaves in their dancing descent of the Fall Flight!
The reality of each fluttering movement was a spectacular soloWhile color and depth wove the tapestry together as a perfect ensemble.
A performance surely never to be adequately replicated through any camera lens
only able to be fully appreciated through a cellular masterpiece of the human eye.
This magnificent show can be experienced for your enjoyment by meandering
into the great realm of a wooded area on a sunny Autumn dayLook up, Open up your eyeslive it...
Enjoy!
-Vyonne V

Expressing the gifts of living life as well as moments which don't always feel
like blessings through words and photographs is what Yvonne enjoys. She is
working on ways to improve and share these arts. One of her poems, titled
"Poetry, Prose and Folly," was published on Submittable's, "SubmittableCentric" poetry contest website- a few other pieces are currently awaiting
decision.11
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Of Earth Photo by Marina Leigh

My name is Marina Leigh. I am an English major and photography minor
at the University of Nevada, Reno. I focus on incorporating both
documentary and fine art photography into my work as a poet and travel
writer.
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The Cracked Chestnut Tree
When I behold what you’ve been to me
I stand alone
far beneath this place
we’ve felt and known.
Where every bitter root leaves
Its scar for the sky to feast on.
Pages and pages,
parched and weathered by time.
This wandering eye of vast white space
This laying aside of all my dreams.
My scattered voltage syntax
laying waste to my downward schemes.
But like the lonely star
that eats and starves for eternity,
my Heroine and I will surrender
to the universe.
Dear Reader,
This is our final moment
of denouement.
Deus Ex Machina
without a trap door
to greet us and
yet
in the leaves of this yellowed copy of Jane Eyre
a tree will rise to meet us.
-Patricia Gott
Patricia Gott is a denizen of Lake Superior who returned to her native state of
Wisconsin because she pined for the open water and deciduous trees of her
youth. Pat has taught English and creative writing at the University of WIStevens Point since 2002 and her poems have been published in Aqueous,
Free Verse and the Mozie among other journals.
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MY BODY LIKE A HUG
I’m
so
low down in the
dumps, woebegone,
weeping, heartsick, wiped
out, bummed out, crummy,
melancholic, gutted, glum, my
stomach hurts, and if I let myself
lay back, I think I’ll sink into the
bed, into the rug, into the
wood, into the dirt where very
dead bodies like me get buried in
the dark and wet and gross and
teeming epidermis of the Earth with
the bugs and creepy crawlers and
also pulsing, stretching, leggy roots
so thick and strong that they
could punch into my chest and
make a tree over my
body
like
a hug
and
actu—
ally
that
sounds
OK, a tree.
-Jay Eddy
Jay Eddy is a writer, composer, and performer. She is a recent New York
Foundation for the Arts fellow and artist in residence at Yaddo. The twin
polestars of her art are violence against womxn and disability.
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Time for Contemplation on the McKenzie River
Photo by Susan Bray
Spending time on the McKenzie River near Leaburg, Or has been a
pleasant focus for the past few years. Although not a professional
photographer taking beautiful pictures is a joy.
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Tiny Seed Literary Journal has teamed up with
One Tree Planted and we have planted one tree per
submission for this Journal.
We have planted over a 100 trees from submissions on
submittable, and with each journal sold we will plant
one more tree!

One Tree Planted is an environmental non-profit
charity focused on global reforestation, making it simple
for anyone to plant trees and make a difference: One
dollar plants one tree!
Find out more: https://onetreeplanted.org/
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"Between every two pines is a doorway
to a new world."
- John Muir

www.tinyseedjournal.com
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